
Neat, Compact design (152.5mm w x 76mm  d x 27.6mm h)

Retro-fit to existing installed cash drawers (contact Star if you
have any support questions Support@Star-EMEA.com)

Draw Open Status retrievable by host.

Code compatible with existing Star Line mode commands as
well as Star’s superior suite of drivers SDKs found on
GooglePlay .

Simple to set up with  Dip Switches for LAN/ Bluetooth selection
as well as other features including Cash Drawer Switch Polarity
etc.

www.Star-EMEA.com

STAR DK-AirCash
The Low Cost Accessory that will make any Manufacturer’s Cash Drawer with a

standard RJ-11 printer connection “Mobile”

Star’s ever-extending range of Mobile Printers. More exciting products arriving early 2013! www.Star-EMEA.com

Star is once again proving why they are leading the Mobile POS peripheral industry by
providing the last piece in the Mobile POS jigsaw. “Mobilising” the most basic piece of POS

equipment, the humble cash drawer has been the most complicated due to its simplistic design.  Traditionally

cash drawers could either be opened by a key or fired through its “wired” connection to a printer. The obvious solution for

Mobile POS was to produce dedicated WiFi / Bluetooth / Ethernet cash drawers,but this has proved to be very expensive

and has reduced the user’s choice in cash drawer design – flip top or drawer style; large / compact size; number of flat or

upright note / coin dividers etc.

STAR DK-AirCash models

SAC10E Ethernet

SAC10EB Android Bluetooth &  
Ethernet 

SAC10EW WiFi & Ethernet



Star DK-AirCash

Star Micronics EMEA

Star House, Peregrine Business Park, Gomm Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP13 7DL, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1494 471111 • Fax: +44 (0) 1494 473333 • Email: Sales@Star-EMEA.com
www.Star-EMEA.com

DK-AirCash SAC10E   Ethernet 
Designed primarily for queue-busting in-store, the Ethernet supported 
cash drawer can be fired by WiFi mobile devices communicating via the store’s
WiFi infrastructure opening the cash drawer via the store’s wired network.  
Star’s WiFi power pack could be also be used as a quick and simple way 
to upgrade this option to a low cost WiFi version.

DK-AirCash SAC10EB  Bluetooth SPP & Ethernet      
Bluetooth is vital for the latest cloud based payment solutions. Where these solutions are being used there is

normally no network available and users were creating personal hotspots to communicate with other peripherals.

The Bluetooth SAC10 version of Star’s DK-AirCash ignores all these issues and allows the Apple, Windows or

Android device   to communicate directly with both the mobile receipt printer and cash drawer independantly.

SAC10EW WiFi & Ethernet
The WiFi option enables a user to communicate directly with the DK-AirCash enabled cash drawer over IP

without the need for a wired connection. This means that the seasonal or promotional POS system can be freely

moved around the store or restaurant whilst still connected to the store's WiFi 

Star’s years of POS peripheral experience and pioneering determination has led to the ultimate low

cost solution for “mobilising” the last piece of the POS jigsaw – Star’s DK-AirCash. This simple

accessory can now enable mobile POS users to open the cash drawer of their choice with a standard

RJ-11 printer connection via their mobile device in a variety of environments.  This simple, yet invaluable, accessory can be

attached to any retailer’s cash drawer and once connected to a 24 volt supply such as Star’s PS60  can communicate via Ethernet,

WiFi or Bluetooth depending on the communication required by the user’s choice of mobile device without extra work or

investment needed to implement this new technology. 


